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Illuminate: 
The stats

Schools  visited: 3 

Young  people
reached  in
schools:  3000 

Concert
attendance: 900 

Young  people
responded: 600 

Number
attending  the
follow up  event:

100 

Volunteers:  90 

From 12  local
churches  

Illuminate: The Events
The school presentations focussed on mental health and

self-esteem issues with a gentle Christian background

based on the need to live with a purpose . 

Two concerts were held on Friday 9th and Saturday 10th

February .  At both concerts a very clear Christian message

was presented and a response invited . 

There was then a follow-up pancake party held on Shrove

Tuesday . 

Illuminate: The Impact
The schools were enthusiastic , appreciating the relevance

of the topics and the ability of the band to adjust the

approach for different year groups .  Staff were impressed

by the level and nature of the response . 

While there has not been a large take up of the follow-up

courses , there have been a number of new faces at some

emerge groups and the event has opened up the way for

several profitable conversations . 

The reputation of SYM has been enhanced in the schools ,

pupils have been enabled to see positive Christian role

models and we have seen the good news of Jesus

presented to hundreds of young people outside of church . 



We are enormously grateful to God - and His people - for the way in which our needs have been met.  We

always recognise that, given our levels of income and reserves, we were taking a great step of faith, and      

have been so encouraged by the response.   

Here is the picture (more detailed accounts can be obtained on request from the office). 

Income 

                                                                                                                                            £ 

Gifts from individuals, churches, trusts and other sources                                 11,100 

Ticket and tuck shop sales                                                                                       2,630 

                                                                                                                                   ________ 

Total income                                                                                                             13,730 

Expenditure                                      

             

LZ7 including hire of technical equipment                                                          8,930 

Other concert costs (eg publicity, refreshments for volunteers etc)                    919 

General SYM costs (eg accommodation for LZ&, event co-ordinator)             2,964 

                                                                                                                                  ________ 

Total expenditure                                                                                                     12,813   

Excess of income over expenditure (available for general fund)                         917                              

Illuminate:  The Finances 



SYM is moving into an exciting new season.   Jo Morgan is moving into pastures new after ten years

with    us and, as we are sure you will agree, she will be hugely missed.  She will still be working with

young 

people but within the criminal justice system.  Also, Si Parr, who has been a board member and

volunteer mentor with us for many years  is emigrating with his family to New Zealand and our lovely

intern Rosie Hovell is beginning a year with New Wine's discipleship course based at a church in

Norfolk.  Please keep them all in your prayers as God goes with them as they follow His call.  We also

give thanks for Gay Dann, Charlotte Tew, Steve Conroy and Jamie Roddy, who have been supporting us

but, for a variety of reasons,  are now stepping down.   Therefore, there will be new faces both in the

office and on the board, and we   will have some new volunteer mentors joining us from September.  Of

course, we also give thanks for our lovely mentors who are continuing with us; Dot Cumming, Gillian

Pickett, Sophie Burch and  James Bell,  the schools really appreciate all that they have done and

continue to do within their pastoral departments. 

Naturally, we want to build on the success of the Illuminate Chelmsford tour and the board and team  

met in May to dream big as to where we see SYM supporting our schools going forward.  However,  

dreams require finances and, at present, with the current level of  team and school support, SYM

finances will only support our work for another 18 months.  We would appreciate your prayer for our

finances and  ask you to prayerfully consider if you can increase your support for us.  To help with your

prayers here are some average costs for some of our activities;  

SYM : Looking Forward 

An emerge session costs 
 £16 per week 

It costs £120 to train a 
 volunteer mentor 

To take a Re:fresh prayer  
space into school for  

3 days costs 
£260  

To provide an SYM 
 worker to mentor for an 

 hour is £11 
  

To run a Unite event 
to bring emerge groups 

together  
£150 

Average number of students per week 
emerge - 94 

being mentored - 55  



LZ7 and the SYM Illuminate team

We have also enclosed our new Privacy Notice for your attention, which details how we store and

use your personal data.  Please be assured we never give your information to any third parties.  

If you would prefer to help us reduce our costs, and our impact on the environment, and receive

our prayer letters and newsletters electronically, please email Lynsey on

info@symchelmsford.org    

Alternatively, if you would prefer not to receive our newsletters in future, please contact Lynsey in

the office on 01245 350055. 

Thank you once again for all your prayers and support.  This has been such an exciting year and  

we have been so encouraged by all that we have seen God doing in our schools. We will keep you

informed of all the new team members and how our new strategy is developing in the autumn

term.  

  

If you would like to talk to us about the possibility of becoming a volunteer mentor, please give

Lynsey a ring on 01245 350055 and she can arrange for one of the team to have a chat with you. 

If you feel you are able to financially support our work there are a few options available to you: 

Bank Transfer:  Sort Code  20 12 21  Account Number 50264156 

Standing Order: Forms available from the office or via the

website                                                             

                          www.symchelmsford.org/index.php/supporters                                                                  

                           (you can also find a Gift Aid form here if you are a UK taxpayer) 

Cheques:          please send to SYM, 53 New Street, Chelmsford, CM1 1AT made payable to Schools    

                          and Youth Ministries 


